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unknown. Normally, one would estimate the error by going to increasingly large
volumes V , but, as discussed above, the method becomes prohibitive too quickly
(exponentially) in this limit. Ultimately, the result of Ref. 32) might turn out to
be a good approximation to the exact answer, but we can only tell once we have
an independent result to compare it to. A qualitatively new approach is needed to
overcome the QCD sign problem. !)
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Fig. 6. Theoretical (models and lattice) predictions for the location of the critical point. The
labels correspond to Table I. The two dashed lines indicate the magnitude of the slope d2T/dµ2

obtained by lattice Taylor expansion.38) The upper curve agrees with Ref. 39). The lower curve
corresponds to smaller quark mass. Errors/uncertainties are not shown.

In the absence of a controllable (i.e., systematically improvable) method, one
turns to model calculations. Many such calculations have been done.9)–16) Figure 6
and Table I summarize the results. One can see that the predictions vary wildly. An
interesting point to keep in mind is that each of these models is tuned to reproduce
vacuum, T = µB = 0, phenomenology. Nevertheless, extrapolation to nonzero µB is
not constrained significantly by this. In a loose sense, the existing lattice methods
can be also viewed as extrapolations from µB = 0, but finite T .

Two new lattice approaches are being developed. Each of them has the capacity
to determine the location of the critical point. One approach is based on simula-
tions at finite imaginary values of µB

39) and the other on Taylor expansions around
µB = 0.38) The curvature of the phase transition line found using these methods is
indicated by the upper parabola in Fig.6. Recent result38) (lower parabola in Fig.6)
seems to indicate large sensitivity of this curvature to the quark mass. This may or
may not be related to the strong sensitivity of the position of the critical point to
the value of the strange quark mass observed in Ref. 39). Qualitatively, one should

!) In theories similar, or approximating, the finite density QCD, the sign and/or overlap prob-
lems have been tackled recently, using various new methods see, e.g., Refs. 35)–37).

Stephanov, hep-lat/0701002

QCD phase diagram: an overview M. Stephanov
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Figure 4: Comparison of predictions for the location of the QCD critical point on the phase diagram. Black
points are model predictions: NJLa89, NJLb89 – [12], CO94 – [13, 14], INJL98 – [15], RM98 – [16],
LSM01, NJL01 – [17], HB02 – [18], CJT02 – [19], 3NJL05 – [20], PNJL06 – [21]. Green points are lattice
predictions: LR01, LR04 – [22], LTE03 – [23], LTE04 – [24]. The two dashed lines are parabolas with
slopes corresponding to lattice predictions of the slope dT/dµ2B of the transition line at µB = 0 [23, 25].
The red circles are locations of the freezeout points for heavy ion collisions at corresponding center of mass
energies per nucleon (indicated by labels in GeV) – Section 5.

3.4 Predictions from models

In the absence of a controllable (i.e., systematically improvable and converging in the V ! ∞
limit) method to simulate QCD at nonzero µB, one turns to model calculations. Many such calcula-
tions have been done [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Figure 4 summarizes the results. One
can see that the predictions vary wildly. An interesting point to keep in mind is that each of these
models is tuned to reproduce vacuum, T = µB = 0, phenomenology. Nevertheless, extrapolation to
nonzero µB is not constrained significantly by this. In a loose sense, most lattice methods (see next
Section) can be also viewed as extrapolations from µB = 0, albeit with reliable input from finite T .

4. Lattice results on the critical point

This section is devoted to brief (and necessarily incomplete) descriptions of currently devel-
oped lattice methods for reaching out into the TµB plane. The comments below are selective and
are meant to complement the original contributions in this volume. For a more comprehensive
description of these methods, as well as other methods not discussed here, the reader may consult
the most up-to-date review of Schmidt in these proceedings [2] as well as an earlier review by
Philipsen [26], both of which also contain further references to original papers.

4.1 Reweighting

The first lattice prediction for the location of the critical point was reported by Fodor and
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We want to determine
the allowed region.
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Fluctuation of the order parameter

h��(x)��(0)i ⇠ exp(�|x|m�)

At the critical point
m� ! 0



QCD inequality
+ some approximations

Neglecting disconnected diagrams

Neglecting quark loops mixing flavors

Large-Nc QCD satisfies both approximations!
Several model such as NJL with mean field 
approximation, random matrix also satisfy.



QCD Inequality
Weingarten (’83), Witten (’83), Nussinov (’84), 
Espriu, Gross, Wheater (’84)

For flavor nonsinglet channel
At T=0, μ=0

Vafa-Witten (’84)
No SSB of isospin and baryon symm.

m� � m⇡



QCD Inequality
D = �µ(�µ + igAµ)
D† = �D

�5D�5 = �D

Dirac operator

Anti-Hermite

Chiral symmetry 

D = D + m

detD � 0

D(µI) = D +
µI

2
�0�3 + m�1�5D�5�1 = D†

For isospin chemical potential

Alford, Kapustin and Wilczek (’99)

Weingarten (’83), Witten (’83), Nussinov (’84), 
Espriu, Gross, Wheater (’84)



QCD Inequality

= ��tr[SA(x, y)�SA(y, x)�̄ ]�AhM� (x)M
†
� (y)i ,A

Flavor nonsinglet operator:

hO1O2i 
q

hO1O†
1ihO2O†

2i
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality

M� (x) =  ̄� 

Weingarten (’83), Witten (’83), Nussinov (’84), 
Espriu, Gross, Wheater (’84)



QCD Inequality

� �tr[SA(x, y)S†
A(y, x)]�

= �M�(x)M†
�(y)��,A

�M� (x)M†
� (y)��,A � exp(�m� |x� y|)

m� � m�

Flavor nonsinglet operator

�M� (x)M†
� (y)��,A =

= ��tr[SA(x, y)�SA(y, x)�̄ ]�A



�M� (x)M†
� (y)��,A = ��tr[SA(x, y)�SA(y, x)�̄ ]�A

Flavor singlet operator

+

If disconnected diagram is neglected, m� � m�

No second order phase transition as long as m� �= 0

QCD inequality also works at finite T and μI.
Son and Stephanov (’01)

+htr[SA(x, x)� ]tr[SA(y, y)�̄ ]iA



QCD phase diagram at μI
No critical point out side 

of the pion condensed phase
T

Quark gluon plasma

Pion condensed 
phase

m⇡/2

h⇡ai 6= 0

h⇡ai = 0

YH, Yamamoto(’11)

µI/2



QCD phase diagram at μ
QCD inequality does not work at μ...

If some quark loops 
mixing flavors are negligible,

i.e., complex phase is negligible,

OK, at large-Nc, outside of pion condensed phase 

P = p(µ2

u, µ
2

d) + p
mix

(µuµd, µ
2

u, µ
2

d)

The phase structure
at finite μ at finite μI

The phase structure⇡
At large Nc,  Hanada and Yamamoto (’11)
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Summary
No critical point out side of 
the pion condensed phase.
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( if quark loops and disconnected diagram are suppressed.)

Lattice QCD can 
determine the boundary.

m⇡/2

We need to estimate 
contributions of 
disconnected diagrams.

Large Nc QCD, OK.

cf. Kogut, Sinclair (’04), (’06), (’07),
     de Forcrand, Kratochvila (’06)
     de Forcrand, Stephanov, Wenger (’07)
     Detmold, Orginos, Shi (’12)

Lattice simulation is 
difficult in the pion 
condensed phase.


